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eighteenth-century European anthropological discourses on the 
rise of Creole nationalism in late colonial Mexico, with 
reference not only to Buffonian environmentalism ( cf. Anto-
nello Gerbi), but also to political economy, linguistics and 
aesthetics. 
Lesley A. Deacon (University of Texas, Austin) has 
received an N.E.H. fellowship for a biography of Elsie Clews 
Parsons (1874-1941), the feminist sociologist anthropologist. 
Ludmilla Jordanova (History, University of Essex) is 
currently working on an article on sex and gender in the 
human sciences of the Enlightenment, and on a book on the 
conceptualization of the family during the same period. 
David J. Meltzer (Southern Methodist University) is 
finishing a two year, NSF sponsored archival research project 
on the history of the human antiquity controversy in North 
America, 1890-1927. 
Nancy Parezo ( University of Arizona) has finished a 
study of women anthropologists who worked in the Southwest, 
and is working with the University of New Mexico Press to 
establish a reprint series of anthropological classics in the 
Southwest, each to have an introductory essay that places the 
the work in the historical context of work in the area. 
Mark Solovey (University of 
doctoral research on the federal 
research during the Cold War. 
Wisconsin) 
funding of 
is beginning 
social science 
Robert Str ikwerda (Indiana University, Kokomo) is re-
searching the Mead/Freeman controversy, examining the philo-
sophical and rhetorical issues in the responses of anthropol-
ogists to Freeman. 
Pauline Turner Strong (University of Missouri-St. Louis) 
is conducting research on historical representation during 
the Columbian Quincentenary, particularly in the United 
States. 
Jack M. Weatherford (Macalester College) has received an 
N.E.H. fellowship for a study of the intellectual influences 
of Native Americans on the discipline of anthropology. 
BIBLIOGRAPHICA ARCANA 
I. Recent Journal Numbers 
Abstracts of German Anthropology--Starting with volume 
13 (1991), Christian E. Guksch has issumed editorial respon-
sibility for this very useful publication, which will hence-
forth appear at "regular intervals 11 ( Gott ingen: Ver lagsbuch-
7 
handlung Ramaswamy). The abstracts, which are in English, 
cover a wide range of German journals and books in socio-
cultural anthropology, folklore, developmental studies and 
related fields. The abstracts are grouped under 
"General/Theoretical/Historical Studies" and works relating 
to each of five major continental regions. In addition, 
there are both author and subject indices. A1 though the 
latter does not include "history of anthropology" as such, a 
perusal of volume 13 indicates a number of relevant entries, 
which are included in this number under "Suggested by Our 
Readers," identified by the initials C.E.G. 
Bulletin d' information de 1a SFHSH [Societe francaise 
pour 1'histoire des sciences de 1'homme]--Number 4, April 
1991, contains a wealth of information, including more meet-
ings, colloquia and seminars than we can possibly list in 
HAN. Topics range over the human sciences generally, but 
there are many items relevant to the history of anthropolo-
gyamong the articles, journals, books, collections, reprints, 
and theses listed (under these subheads) within the general 
category "Publications." Although some of these are included 
below (under the initials C. B. ) , those who wish fuller and 
regular information may wish to consider subscribing. In-
quiries may be directed to Claude Blanckaert, Centre A. 
Koyre, Museum na tiona1 d 'Histoire naturelle, Pavi llon Chev-
reu1, 57 rue Cuvier, 75231, Paris cedex 05. 
History of Anthropology, Volume ?--Entitled Colonial 
Situations: Essays on the Contextualization of Anthropologi-
cal knowledge, HOA 7 (published by the University of Wiscon-
sin Press) includes essays by Talal Asad ("From the History 
of Colonial Anthropology to the Anthropology of Western 
Hegemony"); Ira Bashkow ("The Dynamics of Rapport in a Colo-
nial Situation: David Schneider's Fieldwork on the Islands of 
Yap"); Harvey Fei t ("The Construction of Algonquian Hunting 
Territories: Private Property as Moral Lesson, Policy Advoca-
cy, and Ethnographic Error"); Henrika Kuklick ("Contested 
Monuments: The Politics of Archaeology in Southern Africa"); 
Oscar Salemink ("Mois and Maquis: The Invention and Appropri-
ation of Vietnam's Montagnards from Sabatier to the CIA"); 
George Stocking ("Maclay, Kubary, Malinowski: Archetypes from 
the Dreamtime of Anthropology") ; David Tomas ("Tools of the 
Trade: The Production of Ethnographic Observations on the 
Andaman Islands, 1858-1922"); Terence Turner ("Representing, 
Resisting, Rethinking: Historical Transformations of Kayapo 
Culture and Anthropological Consciousness") 
II. Recent Dissertations 
(Ph.D. except where otherwise indicated) 
Cynthia Van Gilder, "The Decline of Hopewell" (B. A. 
Honors thesis, Wesleyan University). 
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